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Bimodal Vein Recognition Based on Task-Specific Transfer
Learning

Guoqing WANG†a), Student Member, Jun WANG†, and Zaiyu PAN†, Nonmembers

SUMMARY Both gender and identity recognition task with hand vein
information is solved based on the proposed cross-selected-domain transfer
learning model. State-of-the-art recognition results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed model for pattern recognition task, and the capa-
bility to avoid over-fitting of fine-tuning DCNN with small-scaled database.
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1. Introduction

Recent researches on other biometric traits in the field of
personal identification including faces [3], and palmprint [4]
etc. motivate another research topic “soft biometric”, the
ability of which is argued and verified in terms of serving as
the complementary information for better biometric recog-
nition performance in an unified framework. Apart from
enhancing the performance of identity recognition, soft bio-
metric, covering gender, age, height, emotion and other
related attributes, are also being investigated widely and
deeply because of their potential applications in social in-
teractions, forensics, surveillance, entertainment, criminal-
istics, and military affairs. Among all these soft biometric
characteristics, gender information is one of the most widely
researched fields because of its simplicity and practical ap-
plications. However, the unconstrained situations such as
arbitrary pose, non-uniform illumination and the character-
istics of being easy to be copied and destroyed render in un-
reliable gender classification system with the existing traits.
To address such problems and promote the development of
gender information based applications, the first hand vein
based gender classification model is proposed in this letter.
Also this is the first bimodal recognition model with hand
vein information for both gender and identity recognition
task.

Transfer learning [1], [2] based feature extraction refers
to the situation that a state-of-the-art Deep Convolutional
Neural Network (DCNN) model trained with large-scaled
database can be adopted as universal image feature descrip-
tor, and doing so leads to impressive performance for vari-
ous of image recognition tasks especially for the condition
that the supply of target training data is limited [5]. Tra-
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Fig. 1 Proposed hierarchical knowledge transfer procedure.

ditional transfer learning models usually adopt the activa-
tions from a single DCNN layer, usually the second fully-
connected layer, as final representation. The performance,
however, will be degraded greatly if the pattern distribu-
tion between the source training data (domain A) and the
target training data (domain B) is greatly different, thus
making the idea that adopting state-of-the-art DCNN model
(such as VGG [6] and AlexNet [7]) trained on large-scaled
dataset for generating discriminative feature representation
for small-scaled dataset unreliable and making great sim-
ilarity between source domain and target domain a neces-
sity for generating effective and discriminative feature rep-
resentation. To take full advantage of DCNN for generat-
ing highly discriminative feature representation so as to im-
prove the vein based gender classification, and also solve
the problem of degraded performance caused by great do-
main difference between hand-dorsa vein image and source
training image of DCNN (VGG or AlexNet), the DCNN
re-trained with hierarchical transfer learning strategy, in-
stead of adopting the original DCNN as feature extractor
directly, is proposed for discriminative feature generation.
The model training guided by the “coarse-to-fine” trans-
fer learning strategy is a hierarchical procedure (as shown
in Fig. 1) of model re-training with different database, and
each neighboring database shares more similar pattern dis-
tribution, thus improving the discriminative ability of the re-
sulted feature representation for specified task. Besides, the
task of identity recognition is also solved under the “general-
to-specific” training framework. What’s more, the problem
of over-fitting when training deep architecture with small-
scaled database is also tackled with the proposed hierarchi-
cal knowledge transfer strategy.

2. Guided DCNN Re-Training for Feature Extraction

Unlike traditional DCNN based feature extraction model
that directly adopting the output of the second fully con-
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nected layer (usually FC7) in the pre-trained model as fea-
ture vector, we try to obtain the discriminative and robust
feature representation by way of fine-tuning the state-of-the-
art DCNN model (the VGG-face [8] model is selected as the
basis in this paper and the general diagram for VGG-face
could be referenced from [8]) with the lab-made database,
and the linear classifier is embedded into the fine-tuning net-
work for obtaining discriminative task-specific feature rep-
resentation.

It could be observed from Fig. 1 that the fine-tuning
procedure is not realized directly from VGG (source) to
Identity or Gender (target), but there exists some intermedi-
ate models for step-aware transfer learning. An interesting
setup driven by numerous of experiments and the conclu-
sion in [9] could be analyzed that each neighboring model
shares some common patterns, which in this paper shows as
“Face (VGG face to NIR face)-Near Infrared (NIR face to
NIR vein)”, during transfer learning and such design could
well find the similar weights for the same pattern for the
purpose of speeding up the convergence of training. On the
other hand, such a “coarse-to-fine” (which could also be ref-
erenced as “general-to-specific”) transfer learning scheme
has the advantage of relieving the over-fitting.

The specific transfer learning procedure under the
“coarse-to-fine” fine-tuning scheme is as follows: Firstly,
VGG face model trained on very large (2.6M) face database
is selected as the very beginning model, and then it is fine-
tuned on small-scaled PolyU NIR face database with only
identical attribute annotation, and the shared pattern of face
images could help speed up the convergence by starting the
training process from the latent face descriptive parameter
space generated by former model, and the model fine-tuned
in this step is called FRM. Secondly, we fine-tune the FRM
on the small-scaled lab-made hand vein database with anno-
tated identity attribute for purpose of vein recognition, and
the VIM model is obtained by training the FRM with new
database under fine-tuning scheme. Finally, by exploiting
the inherent correlation between identical attribute and gen-
der attribute within vein images, the VGM is obtained by
training the VIM with the same database under the “general-
to-specific” scheme, and the structure of the output is ad-
justed according to specific task during each transfer learn-
ing step.

The “coarse-to-fine” transfer learning strategy is far
better than the randomly initialized parameters because the
inherent correlation between neighboring models could on
the one hand help obtain better representation and on the

Fig. 2 Identity and gender recognition with the proposed model.

other hand speed up the convergence. Furthermore, two se-
quential training with the same database for different pur-
pose indirectly increase the amount of training database and
relieve the problem of over-fitting.

After obtaining robust task-specific feature representa-
tion, the simple but effective linear-SVM is adopted as a ba-
sis for robust classifier design, and the entire framework of
the proposed strategy is illustrated as Fig. 2.

In the gender classification with hand vein information
experiment, the linear-SVM is adopted directly as bi-class
classifier, and multi-class classifier by combining numbers
of bi-class linear-SVM training within grouped samples is
realized for identity recognition.

3. Datasets and Experimental Setup

Two main databases in terms of face and hand vein are
adopted in the experiments. One is the PolyU NIR-face
database for fine-tuning the VGG model to obtain FRM, and
it consists of 335 samples imaged under near-infrared con-
dition. Before feeding the face images into DCNN, a robust
joint face detection and alignment model [10] based on mul-
titask cascaded CNNs is adopted for region of interest (ROI)
cropping followed by normalizing the ROI as 224*224. An-
other one is the lab-made hand-dorsa vein database contain-
ing 98 females and 102 males whose ages vary from 19 to
62. For each sample, 10 hand-dorsa vein images were ac-
quired in two specifically set sessions separated by a time
interval of more than 10 days, and at each time, five im-
ages were acquired from each subject at the wavelength of
850nm, Fig. 3 shows some samples of male and female in
the dataset. To the fullest of the dorsal vein information, we
set the size of the images as 460*680 with extremely high-
quality. The ROI extraction [11] process specifically de-
signed for this database is conducted followed by the same
size normalization with the face database.

Caffe deep learning framework is adopted for fine-
tuning DCNN models and extracting the FC7 layer features
for SVM training. As the common parameters configuration
of all three models, a momentum of 0.9, a weight decay of
0.0005 and total learning iterations of 30000 are used as de-
fault value. The basic learning rate for fine-tuning FRM is
0.01 and 0.001 for VIM and VGM, while the learning rate
is reduced by polynomial with gamma as 0.1, and also batch
size is set as 120.

Fig. 3 Samples of Lab-made database (the left two are the female sam-
ples and the right two are male ones).
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4. Experiments and Analysis

4.1 Effect of Different Fine-Tuning Strategies

In this part, both the identity and gender recognition exper-
iments with the lab-made database are evaluated to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed model. What’s more,
the effect of different fine-tuning strategies is also evaluated
to further verify the superiority.

4.1.1 Identity Recognition with Hand Vein Information

In this part, all experiments are conducted under hypoth-
esis that the VIM is the ending part of the model. Dif-
ferent fine-tuning strategies including direct and “coarse-
to-fine” fine-tuning are evaluated. The direct one refers to
the procedure that fine-tuning VIM directly from VGG face
or AlexNet without PolyU NIR face while the other one
fine-tunes the VIM from the transitional model fine-tuned
from VGG with random face database or PolyU NIR face
database under the “coarse-to-fine” scheme, thus resulting
in five different models for identity recognition experiment,
and the corresponding results with the four models are illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

It could be concluded from the results in Fig. 4 that
even the worst performance with EER as 0.415% fine-
tuned directly from AlexNet is competitive with those hand-
crafted ones, which demonstrates the ability of DCNN in
learning discriminative representation for a pre-defined clas-
sification task. On the other hand, the results of the indirect
fine-tuned with the transitional process performs a little bit
better than the direct one, indicating that training a deep neu-
ral network with larger amount of data improves the ability
of the model for learning more discriminative representa-
tion.

4.1.2 Gender Classification with Hand Vein Information

In this part, four fine-tuning strategies including fine-tuning

Fig. 4 Comparison of ROC curves with different fine-tuning strategies
(VGG and AlexNet represent the two direct fine-tuning models while LFW
and FERET represent “coarse-to-fine” fine-tuning models).

the VGM directly from the VGG or AlexNet without tran-
sitional parts and the other two refer to removing the VIM
or not from the entire framework in Fig. 1. The gender clas-
sification results in Table 1 fully demonstrate the effective-
ness of the “general-to-specific” fine-tuning strategy, which
could also serve as a guideline for solving other computer
vision task with transfer learning.

4.2 Comparison with State of the Art Models

In this part, bimodal experiments in terms of both iden-
tity and gender recognition with hand vein images are con-
ducted, and also the state-of-the-art hand-crafted feature ex-
traction is also adopted as reference to demonstrate the su-
periority of the proposed feature learning model.

4.2.1 Identity Recognition with Hand Vein Information

Two kinds of representative hand-crafted feature extraction
algorithms are used as reference: The one is the local invari-
ant feature model including SIFT, SURF, ASIFT, RootSIFT,
and it has the advantages of being invariant to rotation, trans-
lation, scale uncertainty and even nonuniform illumination,
which makes it the best one among all hand-crafted algo-
rithms. The other one is the LBP and its variants including
LDP, LTP, and LLBP, and such model is widely applied for
vein based identification application for its efficiency, and it
also provides competitive recognition results.

Judging from EER result of verification with the lab-
made database, it can be concluded that the proposed fea-
ture learning model performs far better than the LIF models
with EER as 0.013% whereas the best of LIF is 0.105% with
RootSIFT and the best of LBPs is 0.113% with LDP, and
the state-of-the-art identity recognition results fully demon-
strate the ability of the proposed model for learning the ro-
bust and discriminative identity-specific feature.

4.2.2 Gender Classification with Hand Vein Information

Driven by the general idea to solve an unknown problem
that borrowing knowledge from another similar problem, we
focus on review the existing framework for gender classifi-
cation with faces, and then rigorous experiments with the
representative of the researched methods for solving gender
classification with hand vein information is conducted. Un-
satisfied results, however, motivate us to generate the pro-
posed “coarse-to-fine” fine-tuning framework to learn the
best gender-specific feature with the DCNN model. The ex-
perimental results shown in Table 2 fully demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed model for gender classifica-
tion task.

Table 1 Gender classification results with different transfer learning
strategies.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of ROC curves between the proposed feature learn-
ing methods and representative state-of-the-art hand-crafted methods (a:
SIFTs, b: LBPs)

Table 2 Gender classification results with different transfer learning
strategies.

5. Conclusions

Gender, one of the most widely researched “soft biometric”
attribute, has been widely used for numerous applications.
To cope with the latent problem of existing gender classi-
fication systems, the first model for designing more robust
gender classification system with hand-dorsa vein images

is proposed with hierarchical transfer learning strategy, and
the identity recognition problem is also solved within the
same framework, which is the first model for both gender
and identity recognition. State-of-the-art recognition results
in both situations fully demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed model.

We also argue that the proposed hierarchical transfer
learning strategy with special database selection for utilizing
the inherent correlation within source and target dataset is
also applicable for other computer vision task solved with
transferable DCNN models.
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